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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the Data Quality Control Reporting System for a multisite clinical trial using paper data collection forms. The system begins with a Data Quality Control Form (DQCF) completed by Data Control Technicians as they identify potential problems with the data collection forms upon receipt. The DQCFs are entered into a microcomputer dBASE III* database before they are sent to the sites for resolution. After a site responds, the resolution is entered into the DQCF database. Using SAS**, the dBASE III database and mainframe forms inventory file are integrated and a variety of reports are produced. The reports are sent to the sites as part of a comprehensive feedback system to monitor and reduce data collection errors. Data collected over a period of two years indicate that the Data Quality Control Reporting System has had a major, positive impact on data collection quality.

BACKGROUND

The Infant Health and Development Program (IHDP***) is a collaborative, multisite study designed to test the efficacy of combining early child development services and family support with pediatric health surveillance in reducing the incidence of health and developmental problems among low birthweight, premature infants. There are eight medical schools serving as data collection sites across the country, with a total of approximately 1000 infants who are being followed for a period of three years. Assessments are conducted at nine different points (birth, 40 weeks gestational age, 4 months, 8 months, 12 months, 18 months, 24 months, 30 months, and 36 months), using a total of over 70 different data collection forms per infant. Each assessment point includes a Family Interview Form, Health Exam Form, Interval Health Form, and a Neurological Exam Form. The content of these forms changes somewhat across the assessment periods in order to accommodate the maturational changes in the infants. In addition, a variety of other psychological, psycho-social, and environmental measures are obtained at the different assessment points. The National Study Office (NSO) for the project is located at Stanford University, and forms are sent to the NSO weekly.

DATA QUALITY CONTROL FORMS

Upon receipt of a batch of data forms, receipt control information is entered into a forms inventory file of the mainframe computer (see Constantine, et al., 1987). This file consists of a record for every form completed on every infant. Each record consists of fields for the infant identification number, form number, data form completed, data form received, and some special status codes.

After the appropriate data have been entered into the forms inventory file, Data Control Technicians review each form according to a form-specific list of visual check specifications. Whenever a problem or error is detected, the Data Control Technician initiates a Data Quality Control Form (DQCF) (see Figure 1).
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The DQCF contains the infant identification number, the form number, the item number, a coded description of the problem, and a variety of other data. The DQCF is a four-part NCR form; the NSO retains one copy of the form, and sends the other three copies to the site. The NSO copy of the DQCF is entered into a dBASE III database maintained on a PC. Once the site has determined the appropriate response to the problem identified on the DQCF, it enters the response on the remaining two of the copies and sending the third copy to the NSO. Upon receipt of the resolved DQCF from the site, Data Control Technicians make the appropriate correction to the data collection form, and the resolution is entered into the dBASE III database.

Prior to the implementation of the DQCF dBASE III system, tracking of unresolved DQCFs was done via a manual filing system. This was time-consuming, inefficient, and provided little monitoring information about the DQCF process. DQCFs remained unresolved for considerable periods of time, and the sites received minimal information regarding the quality of their data as reflected in their DQCFs. Although the sites did receive a weekly report of the total number of DQCFs sent to each site, this information was not particularly informative because each site varied in the number of forms completed each week. Therefore, a simple count of DQCFs provided no information on the actual rate of errors.

DATA QUALITY CONTROL REPORTING SYSTEM

The addition of the DQCF dBASE III system allowed the use of Base SAS software to provide the integration between the mainframe forms inventory file and the PC database of DQCF information. The SAS program uses the forms inventory file to determine the number of forms received from each site in a given time period, and this number represents the denominator of the error rate ratio. The numerator for this ratio is the number of DQCFs sent to each site. The resulting Error Rate Summary Report (see Figure 2) shows the number of forms received from each site, the number of DQCFs sent to each site, and the average number of errors per form received from each site.

In addition to the Error Rate Summary Report, other dBASE III reports are available to provide tracking and monitoring information for managing the DQCF system. The Unresolved DQCF Report facilitates easy identification and followup of unresolved DQCFs, thus preventing needed corrections from "falling through the cracks." The Response Time Report provides information on the number of days that elapsed from the time the DQCF was sent to the time the resolution was made on the DQCF form at the site. The Cumulative Error Reports provide information on DQCFs sent, by site, form and item, or alternatively, across all sites and by form and item.

PROGRAMMING DESCRIPTION AND ISSUES

The Error Rate Summary Report is produced through a combination of SAS and dBASE III programs, operated through the WYLER EXEC... language available at Stanford. An EXEC program is set up so that it prompts the user for the report date and the set of forms to be included in the report. The DQCF dataset is then read into the SAS program to read in the forms inventory file and subset out the particular forms to be included in the report. The DQCF dataset is then read in and merged with the forms inventory dataset. The count of DQCFs and the total number of forms received are obtained for a 10-week period prior to the report date, as well as for the year-to-date period, for each site and for the total sample. The average error rate ratios for the 2 periods are then calculated.

IMPACT: TRENDS OVER TIME

At the time the SAS-generated Error Rate Summary Report was initiated, the average number of errors per form across all sites was .107. Six months later, this rate had dropped to .097, and the sites had become
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productively competitive in making appropriate efforts to keep their error rates low. When the new system was implemented, the average response time, i.e., the amount of time it took the sites to respond to a DQCF, stood at 30.6 days. Six months later, the average response time had dropped to 7.6 days. The Cumulative Error Reports provided both NGO staff as well as site staff with detailed information on which staff were making what types of errors on which items on which forms. This information was used to focus staff training, clarification of policy and procedural matters, and redesign of specific items on subsequent forms.
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